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Abstract— The voltage sag generator meant for simulating 

power quality events need to replicate amplitude, frequency, 

and phase angle deviations as in actual fault conditions. The 

sag generator generally used lack the above characteristics, 

especially phase angle deviation. In this paper, a practical 

sag generator has been discussed. The developed shunt 

impedance method based sag generator has been given. This 

will provide insight to actual sag conditions and impact on 

the industrial equipments. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Power quality is a challenging issue that has become 

increasingly important to consumers at all levels of usage. 

Sensitive equipments such as microprocessor, 

microcontroller, programmable logic controller, and 

diagnostic systems, etc, are now commonly used in both the 

industrial/commercial sectors and the domestic 

environment. [1]. Susceptibility of these end-user devices 

draws attention of end customers and suppliers to the 

questions of power quality.  

There are two types of power quality problems i.e. 

power quality events and power quality variations. 

Generally power quality problems mainly include short 

duration power disturbances, e.g. voltage sags, swells and 

short interruptions. Some power quality disturbances come 

from the supply network whereas others are produced by the 

load itself. Various surveys indicate that customers cause 

80% of their own power quality problems. 

Voltage sags (or dips) are among the most common 

disturbances associated with power quality. The definition 

of voltage sags is often set based on two parameters: 

magnitude/depth and duration. Sag, as defined by IEEE 

Standard 1159, “a decrease in rms voltage or current at the 

power frequency for durations from 0.5 cycles to 1 minute, 

reported as the remaining voltage”. Typical values of sag are 

between 0.1 p.u. and 0.9 p.u. [2].  

Voltage sag typically happens randomly and 

usually lasts only a few cycles. Voltage sags are caused by 

many reasons like faults in electric power systems, load 

variations and the starting up of large motors [3]. This 

phenomenon affects several types the proper operation of 

end-users' power electronics sensitive equipments. The 

power electronic equipments often trips or shuts down when 

voltage sag occurs. Thus, voltage sag brings the huge 

financial loss compared with most other kinds of power 

disturbances.  

The reason to develop the voltage sag generator 

that can generate various types of voltage sag waveform to 

know how sensitive equipment works when voltage sag 

occur. The sensitive equipments are becoming increasingly 

critical with the adoption of standards such as SEMI F47. 

The voltage sag generator is used to test the immunity of 

equipment against the voltage sag [4-7].  

Voltage sag generators are currently used in 

laboratories specialized in electric power quality. They are 

intended to the certification of the susceptibility of 

electrical/electronic equipment, such as semiconductor, 

appliances or industrial drives, to voltage sags in the power 

system, according to different international standards. 

With the help of the voltage sag generator, one can 

have improved knowledge about the equipment 

susceptibility to voltage disturbances, and further adjust the 

design of the equipment.  

Further, this paper is organized into four sections. 

Section II briefly discusses the overview of topology of 

voltage sag generator, section III proposed sag generator is 

presented, followed by conclusion in section IV. 

II. OVERVIEW OF VOLTAGE SAG GENERATORS 

The sag generators seem simple at first glance, just a 

variable transformer of some sort, coupled to electronic 

switches. In reality, though, they are complex equipments 

[8]. Some voltage sag generator products are already 

available in the market, such as Industry Power Corruptor 

by Power Standard Lab, and Porto-Sag by EPRI PEAC 

Corporation but they are costly and complex. 

There are some methods of generating voltage sag, 

but they all have their own shortcomings and could not 

reflect accurately the actual situation of power system faults. 

Different types of voltage sag generators are reported in the 

literature [9-20], the overview of some of them is presented 

as follow: 

A. Generator Based Voltage Sag Generator 

The implementation of a three-phase sag generator for 

testing industrial equipment from a synchronous generator, 

controlling magnitude and duration is presented in [9]. 

Generator type voltage sag generator used the synchronous 

generator to give controlled three phase voltage sags as 

shown in Fig. 1. The voltage sags can be controlled in both 

depth and duration by changing the exciting current of the 

synchronous generator. 

 
Fig. 1: The generator based voltage sag generator 

In [10] a diesel powered 15 kW synchronous 

generator is presented as sag generator for testing electrical 

equipment. The synchronous generator has been modified to 
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give controlled symmetrical voltage sags by changing the 

field excitation. The hardware expense is high due to the 

weight and scale of the diesel engine and the synchronous 

generator. Only symmetrical voltage sags can be emulated 

with this topology. To emulate more realistic transient grid 

faults symmetrical and unsymmetrical 1-phase and 2-phase 

sags or even phase voltage shifts and harmonics as well as a 

more dynamic decrease in the voltage within milliseconds is 

desirable. 

B. Impedance Matching Based Voltage Sag Generator 

The impedance matching based voltage sag generator is 

shown in Fig. 2. as reported in [11-12] 

Series Impedance

Shunt Impedance

LoadGrid

 
Fig. 2: The shunt impedance based voltage sag generator 

Voltage sag can also be created by switching 

impedance in parallel to the line. The current flow in the 

additional path causes a voltage drop across the impedance, 

which leads to the voltage sag. A voltage sag generator 

consisting of one shunt and one series impedance to test 

wind turbines up to the 5 MW range is presented in [13]. 

The shunt impedance is used to decrease the line voltage 

while the series impedance immunizes the grid from the 

fault. The depth of the voltage sag can be adjusted by 

changing the value of the impedance. Summarizing the 

shunt impedance voltage sag generator solution allows the 

generation of one to three phase voltage sags of variable 

depth. No controllable generation of harmonics is possible. 

In [14] a thyristor controlled reactance consisting 

of an inductance, a bidirectional thyristor and a step-down 

transformer is presented. The step-down transformer is used 

to reduce the voltage rating of the thyristors. The current 

through the impedance, and though the depth of the voltage 

sag, can be controlled by the method of firing delay angle 

control. This kind of control causes significant undesired 

harmonics that must be reduced by additional harmonic 

filters, increasing the hardware expense of the system. For 

the thyristor controlled reactor solution the undesired 

harmonics must be reduced by filters [15]. 

C. The Transformer Based Voltage Sag Generator 

The transformer based voltage sag generator is shown in 

Fig. 3. 

Step Transformer

LoadGrid

 
Fig. 3: The transformer based voltage sag generator 

A transformer in combination with appropriate 

switching devices can also be used to generate different 

voltage sags. The switch changes the output voltage from 

nominal to sag voltage by connecting another transformer 

output level to the load. A low cost single phase 

transformer-based voltage sag generator as laboratory 

prototype is presented in [10].  

In [16-17] the three single phase variacs with 

adjustable output voltage are used to generate symmetrical 

and unsymmetrical voltage sags. The duration of the voltage 

decrease is approximately 100 milliseconds which is a rather 

slow performance for voltage sag. Thus, a step transformer 

combined with switches should be used to generate 

dynamic, transient voltage sags. The transformer based 

solution is suitable for building a low cost laboratory type 

voltage sag generator because standard components like a 

step transformer and power electronic switching devices as 

well as a simple control scheme can be used and the grid 

perturbation like harmonics or over currents is low.  

In [18], a low-cost single-phase voltage sag 

generator is developed with autotransformer and solid state 

relays (SSR), but may have voltage interruption at the sag 

occurs and recovers, because the switch action time of SSR 

is limited by its physical properties. In [19] voltage sag 

generator is based on transformer and power electronic 

devices is presented. In this switching control is executed by 

IGBT. 

D. The Full Converter Based Voltage Sag Generator 

The full converter based voltage sag generator is shown in 

Fig. 4. 

Step Transformer

LoadGrid

Grid Load

Back To Back Converter

 
Fig. 4: Full converter based voltage sag generator. 

A fourth solution to build a voltage sag generator is 

a full converter setup. A back-to-back converter is 

connected in between the grid and the load. By controlling 

the load-side output voltage all kinds of grid faults can be 

emulated. In [14], [18-19], such devices are described. The 

hardware is expensive and the control algorithm is 

complicated compared to the other sag generator solutions. 

A comparison between a full converter based and a 

transformer based sag generator can be found in [20]. It is 

concluded, that the full converter setup is powerful in 

creating all kinds of grid faults, but due to the disadvantages 

of the complex control, high cost and less reliability due to 

the limited overvoltage and over current capabilities of the 

IGBT’s the transformer based sag generator with 

bidirectional switches is the preferred solution for laboratory 

type application. The comparison between various voltage 

sag generators is shown in table 1.  

E. Proposed Method of Voltage Sag Generator 

The shunt impedance method has been used to generate 

voltage sags in this paper. The functional block diagram of 

proposed method is shown in Fig. 5. A three-phase 

programmable voltage source feeds the power bus to point 

of common coupling (PCC) through series impedance (taken 

as resistance of 0.1 ohm assuming the length of line to be 
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very small). In the experimental setup, the source voltage 

was kept at 150 V (L-L). At the time of faults, the fault 

current flows through the resistance leading to a voltage 

drop across it, thereby causing voltage sags at PCC. The 

three-phase voltage measurements are taken at PCC.  

Topology Advantages Disadvantages 

Generator Based  High power applications 

 High cost, 

 Very heavy, 

 Only emulates symmetrical voltage sags, 

 Slow switching 

Shunt Impedance 

Based 

 Simple control, 

 Controllable temporal profile and 

magnitude, 

 Low cost, 

 Fast switching 

 High harmonics level when using switchable 

impedance 

Transformer Based 

 Simple operation, 

 Low cost, 

 Fast switching, 

 Low harmonics 

 Very heavy 

 Transformer design complex 

Full Converter Based 

 Accurate waveforms, 

 Allow  phase-angle control for three 

phase sags, 

 Fast switching 

 Control algorithm is complex, 

 High cost, 

 Low power applications 

Table 1: Comparison between various voltage sag generators 

The three-phase fault generation block is used to 

generate a fault. The performance of load under various 

fault conditions were simulated using MATLAB Simulink 

Power System Block set tool box. 

 

Fig. 5: Functional block diagram of Voltage sag Generator 

F. Generation of Symmetrical Voltage Sags  

The symmetrical fault was created wherein all the three-

phases were grounded with a small fault resistance of 0.001 

ohms for 26 cycles leading to symmetrical voltage sag of 

60%. The simulations have been carried out to get the traces 

of three-phase source voltages Vsry, Vsyb, Vsbr respectively. 

Similarly experimental results have been obtained for the 

above parameters. During normal operating conditions, the 

waveform of three-phase source voltage is shown in Fig. 6. 

Both the waveforms show the desired characteristics with 

voltage sag magnitude, duration and phase jump. 

Fig. 6: Simulation results showing three-phase source 

voltages during normal operating conditions. 

 
Fig. 7: Experimental results showing three-phase source 

voltages during normal operating conditions. 

Voltage scale: 100 V per division.  
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The simulation and hardware results are shown in 

Fig. 7 to Fig. 9 under symmetrical fault conditions. The 

main characteristics of the voltage sag are magnitude and 

duration. The amplitude drops to a value of about 60% of 

the pre-event voltage for 0.575 sec.  

G. Generation of Unsymmetrical Voltage Sags 

The simulation and hardware results for single line to 

ground fault are shown in Fig. 10 to Fig. 11. The single line 

to ground fault was simulated where the three-phase source 

voltage amplitude drops to a value of about 40% of the pre-

event voltage for 0.7 secs which is about 35 cycles as shown 

in Fig. 10 and 11. After the event, voltage returns back to 

pre sag voltage. The unsymmetrical fault was created 

wherein all the three-phases were grounded with a small 

fault resistance of 0.001 ohms for 26 cycles leading to 

symmetrical voltage sag of 60%. The simulations have been 

carried out to get the traces of three-phase source voltages 

Vsry, Vsyb, and Vsbr, respectively. Similarly experimental 

results have been obtained for the other unbalanced sags.  

Fig. 8: Simulation results showing three-phase source 

voltages, Vsry, Vsyb, Vsbr during symmetrical fault condition. 

 
Fig. 9: Experimental results showing three-phase source 

voltages, during symmetrical fault condition.  

Voltage scale: 100 V per division.  

 
Fig. 10: Simulation results showing three-phase source 

voltages, Vsry, Vsyb, Vsbr during symmetrical fault condition. 

 
Fig. 11: Experimental results showing three-phase source 

voltages, Vsry, Vsyb, Vsbr, during SLG fault (Type-B). 

Voltage scale: 100 V per division. 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

With the help of the voltage sag generator, one can have 

improved knowledge about the equipment susceptibility to 

voltage disturbances, and further adjust the design of the 

equipment. In this paper, voltage sags are generated using 

the shunt impedance based voltage sag generator. 

Simulations and experiments show that the proposed voltage 

sag generator can successfully generate the voltage sags 

with satisfactory performance.  
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